Consensus decision making is a creative and dynamic way of reaching agreement between all members of a group. Instead of simply voting for an item and having the majority of the group getting their way, a group using consensus is committed to finding solutions that everyone actively supports, or at least can live with. This ensures that all opinions, ideas and concerns are taken into account. Through listening closely to each other, the group aims to come up with proposals that work for everyone. Consensus is neither compromise nor unanimity – it aims to go further by weaving together everyone’s best ideas and key concerns – a process that often results in surprising and creative solutions, inspiring both the individual and the group as whole.

Consensus can work in all types of settings – small groups, local communities, businesses, even whole nations and territories. The exact process may differ depending on the size of the group and other factors, but the basic principles are the same.

In the following briefing you’ll find lots of useful information, not only about the basics of consensus decision making, but also about how to apply it to large groups of people and about ideas for dealing with common problems. We also have a Short Guide to Consensus and you can find lots of tips on how to make your consensus meetings run smoothly in our guides to Facilitating Meetings.

What’s wrong with the democracy we’ve got?

How we make decisions is the key to how our society is organised. It influences every aspect of our lives including our places of work, local communities, health services, and even whether we live in war or peace.

Many of us have been brought up to believe that the western-style system of voting is the highest form of democracy. Yet in the very nations which shout loudest about the virtues of democracy, many people don’t even bother to vote any more; they feel it doesn’t actually make any difference to their lives as most decisions are made by an elite of powerful politicians and business people.

Representative democracies

Power and decision making is taken away from ordinary people when they vote for leaders – handing over power to make decisions to a small elite with completely different interests from their own. Being allowed to vote 20 times in a lifetime for an MP or senator is a poor substitute for having the power ourselves to make the decisions that affect every aspect of our lives.

In any case, there are many areas of society where democratic principles have little influence. Most institutions and work places are entirely hierarchical – students
and employees don’t usually get a chance to vote their superiors into office or have any decision making power in the places where they spend the greatest part of their lives. Or consider the supermarket chain muscling its way into a town against the will of local people. Most areas of society are ruled by power, status and money, not through democracy.

What’s wrong with voting?

Compared to this, working in a small group where everyone votes directly on important issues may feel like having democratic control. However, voting creates a majority and a minority – a situation in which there are winners and losers. If most people support an idea then it will be voted in, and the concerns of the people who opposed it can be ignored. This situation can foster conflict and distrust as the ‘losers’ feel disempowered by the process. The will of the majority is seen as the will of the whole group, with the minority expected to accept and carry out the decision, even if it is against their deeply held convictions and most basic needs. A majority will find it easy to steamroll an idea over a dissenting minority rather than looking for another solution that would suit all. People might sometimes choose to bow to the will of the majority, but, in a voting system, when people constantly find themselves in a minority they lose control over their own lives. A vivid example is the imprisonment, in many European ‘democracies’, of those refusing military service.

It’s true that majority voting enables even controversial decisions to be taken in a minimum amount of time, but that doesn’t mean to say that this decision will be a wise one, or even morally acceptable. After all, at one time, the majority of Europeans and North Americans supported the ‘right’ to hold slaves.

The alternatives are already here

“We have these moments of non-capitalist, non-coercive, non-hierarchical interaction in our lives constantly, and these are the times when we most enjoy the company of others, when we get the most out of other people; but somehow it doesn’t occur to us to demand that our society work this way.” CrimethInc

Many people accept the idea that voting is the ‘normal’ way of having democratic control over the decisions that affect us – after all, it is often presented to us as the only possibility out there. However, a rejection of voting is nothing new. Many people struggling for social change have recognised that changing the way we make decisions is key to creating a different society. If we are fighting for a better society where everyone has control over their own life, where everyone has equal access to power, where it’s possible for everyone to follow their interests and fulfil their needs, then we need to develop alternative processes for making decisions; processes that recognise everyone’s right to self-determination, that encourage mutual aid and replace competition with co-operation.

The alternatives to the current system are already here, growing in the gaps between the paving stones of state authority and corporate control. We only need to learn to recognise them for the seedlings of the different kind of society that they are. Homeless people occupying empty houses and turning them into collective homes, workers buying out the businesses they work for and running them on equitable terms, gardening groups growing vegetables collectively; once we start looking there are hundreds of examples of co-operative organising that we encounter in our daily lives. Many of these organise through varying forms of consensus decision making.
Why use consensus?

Consensus decision making is based on the idea that people should have full control over their lives and that power should be shared by all rather than concentrated in the hands of a few. It implies wide-ranging liberty, including the freedom to decide one’s own course in life and the right to play an equal role in forging a common future.

As well as wanting to enjoy as much freedom as possible, most of us wish to live in, and are dependent on, some form of society. This means finding ways to balance the needs and desires of every individual with those of the closer community and the wider world.

Consensus decision making aims to provide a way of doing this. It builds on respect, trust, cooperation and mutual aid to achieve agreeable solutions for everyone concerned.

At the heart of consensus is a respectful dialogue between equals. It’s about helping groups to work together to meet both the individual’s and the group’s needs. It’s about how to work with each other rather than for or against each other, something that requires openness and trust.

Consensus is looking for ‘win-win’ solutions that are acceptable to all, with the direct benefit that everyone agrees with the final decision, resulting in a greater commitment to actually turning it into reality.

In consensus every person has the power to make changes in the group they are working in – and to prevent changes they find unacceptable. The right to block a decision means that minorities cannot just be ignored, but solutions will have to be found to deal with their concerns. No decision will be made against the will of an individual or a minority, instead the group constantly adapts to all its member’s needs.

Consensus is about active participation and sharing power equally. This makes it a powerful tool not only for empowering individuals, but also for bringing people together and building communities.

Who uses consensus?

Consensus is not a new idea. Variations of consensus have been tested and proven around the world and through time.

On the American continent non-hierarchical societies have existed for hundreds of years. Before 1600, five nations – the Cayuga, Mohawk, Oneida, Onondaga, and Seneca – formed the Haudenosaunee Confederation, which works on a consensual basis and is still in existence today.

There are also many examples of successful and stable utopian communes using consensus decision making such as the Christian Herrnhuter settlement 1741-1760 and the production commune Boimondeau in France 1941-1972.

Christiania, an autonomous district in the city of Copenhagen has been self-governed by its inhabitants since 1971.

Within the co-operative movement many housing co-ops and social enterprises use consensus successfully: prominent examples include Green City, a wholefood wholesaler based in Scotland; and Radical Routes, a network of housing co-ops and workers’ co-ops in the UK.

The business meetings of the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers) use consensus to integrate the insights of each individual, arriving at the best possible approximation of the Truth.

Political and social activists such as many anarchists and others working for peace, the environment and social justice commonly regard consensus to be essential to their work. They believe that the methods for achieving change need to match their goals and visions of a free, nonviolent, egalitarian society. In protests around the world many mass actions and protest camps involving several thousand people have been organised and carried out using consensus, including the 1999 ‘Battle of Seattle’ World Trade Organisation protest, the 2005 G8 summit protests in Scotland and the Camps for Climate Action in the UK, Germany, Australia, Netherlands and other countries.
Conditions for consensus

Different groups use slightly different processes to achieve consensus decisions. However, in every group, there are a few conditions that underpin consensus building.

Common Goal: everyone present at the meeting needs to share a common goal and be willing to work together towards it. This could be the desire to take action at a specific event, or a shared vision of a better world. Don’t just assume everyone is pulling in the same direction – spend time together defining the goals of your group and the way you can get there. If differences arise in later meetings, revisiting the common goal can help to focus and unite the group.

Commitment to reach consensus: consensus can require a lot of commitment and patience to make it work. Everyone must be willing to really give it a go. This means not only being deeply honest about what it is you want or don’t want but also able to properly listen to what others have to say. Everyone must be willing to shift their positions, to be open to alternative solutions and be able to reassess what they consider to be their needs. It would be easy to call for a vote at the first sign of difficulty, but in the consensus model, differences help to build a stronger and more creative final decision. Difficulties can arise if individuals secretly want to return to majority voting, just waiting for the chance to say “I told you it wouldn’t work.”

Trust and openness: we all need to be able to trust that everyone shares our commitment to creating true consensus decisions. This includes being able to trust people not to abuse the process or to manipulate the outcome of the discussion. If we’re scared that other people are putting their own wishes and needs before everyone else’s then we’re more likely to become defensive, and behave in the same way ourselves because it seems to be the only way to look after our own interests.

Making decisions by consensus is based on openness – this means learning to openly express both our desires (what we’d like to see happening), and our needs (what we have to see happen in order to support a decision). It takes time for us to learn how to distinguish between our wants and needs – after all most of us are more used to decision making where one wins and the other loses. In this kind of adversarial system we are often forced to claim we need more than we really do so we can concede points without giving up any significant ground. But if everyone is able to talk openly then the group will have the information it requires to take everyone’s positions into account and to come up with a solution that everyone can support.

Sufficient time for making decisions and for learning to work by consensus. Taking time to make a good decision now can save wasting time revisiting a bad one later.

Clear Process: it’s essential for everyone to have a shared understanding of the process that the meeting is using. There are lots of variations of the consensus process, so even if people are experienced in using consensus they may use it differently to you! There may also be group agreements or hand signals in use that need to be explained.

Active participation: if we want a decision we can all agree on then we all need to play an active role in the decision making. This means listening to what everyone has to say, voicing thoughts and feelings about the matter and pro-actively looking for solutions that include everyone.
**Good facilitation:** When your group is larger than just a handful of people or you are trying to make difficult decisions, appoint facilitators to help your meeting run more smoothly. Good facilitation helps the group to work harmoniously, creatively and democratically. It also ensures that the tasks of the meeting get done, that decisions are made and implemented. If, in a small group, you don’t give one person the role of facilitator, then everyone can be responsible for facilitation. If you do appoint facilitators, they need active support from everyone present.

All of the conditions talked about above can be gained or improved over time – so if your group isn’t meeting all the conditions at the moment you don’t have to give up! For example, if you haven’t agreed on your common goal use consensus to decide on one that everyone can subscribe to; or if your group’s facilitation skills aren’t too good then use any opportunities to practice; read our facilitation briefings or attend a training.

**The consensus process**
**(for small and medium sized groups)**

The key for a group working towards consensus is for all members of the group express their needs and viewpoints clearly, recognise their common ground and find solutions to any areas of disagreement.

The diagram below shows how a discussion evolves during the consensus process. At the beginning it widens out as people bring different perspectives and ideas to the group. This provides the material needed for a broad ranging discussion (the middle section) which explores all the options and helps people understand each others’ concerns. This can be a turbulent and sometimes difficult stage – people might be grappling with lots of competing or contradictory ideas – but it is the most creative part, so don’t lose heart!

Finally the group finds common ground and weeds out some of the options, combining all the useful bits into a proposal. The third stage in the diagram shows this convergence of the discussion, culminating in the decision.

---

**Opening out**
Share needs, concerns, desires and emotions.
Generate ideas.

**Discussion**
Explore ideas and pros and cons.
Try to understand each other’s needs and concerns.

**Synthesis**
Find common ground and build proposals by weaving together different ideas.
Proposals need to address fundamental needs and key concerns.
The stages of the consensus process

There are lots of consensus models out there, some groups have developed very detailed procedures, other groups follow a more organic process. The following basic process outlines the stages that are common to most models of consensus. Although your group may not formally go through the process for each and every decision you make it’s a good idea to regularly practise doing it in this way. Being familiar with the process can really help when it comes to difficult or complex decisions.

This model will work well in groups up to about 15-20 people. With groups larger than that extra steps need to be built in to ensure that everyone is able to participate fully. Have a look at the section on Consensus in large groups below to see how this basic model can be adapted to work for groups of hundreds and even thousands of people.

**Step 1: Introduce and clarify the issue(s) to be decided**
Share relevant information. Work out what the key questions are.

**Step 2: Explore the issue and look for ideas**
1. Gather initial thoughts and reactions. What are the **issues** and **concerns**?
2. Collect **ideas** for solving the problem – write them down.
3. Have a **broad ranging discussion** and debate the ideas:
   - What are the pros and cons?
   - Start to think about solutions to the concerns.
   - Eliminate some ideas, short list others.

**Step 3: Look for emerging proposals**
Is there one idea, or a series of ideas, that brings together the best qualities of the ideas discussed? Look for a solution that everyone might agree on and create a proposal.

**Step 4: Discuss, clarify and amend your proposal**
Ensure that any remaining concerns are heard and that everyone has a chance to
Look for **amendments** that make the proposal even more acceptable to the group.

**Step 5: Test for agreement**
Do you have agreement? Check for the following:

- **Blocks**: I have a fundamental disagreement with the core of the proposal that cannot be resolved. We need to look for a new
- **Stand asides**: I can’t support this proposal because ... but I don’t want to stop the group, so I’ll let the decision happen without
- **Reservations**: I have some reservations but am willing to let the proposal pass.

**Agreement**: I support the proposal and am willing to help implement it.

**Consensus**: No blocks, not too many stand asides or reservations?
Active agreement?
*Then we have a decision!*

**Step 6: Implement the decision**
Who, when, how? Action point the various tasks, set deadlines etc.
Step 1: Introduce and clarify the issue
This first stage is crucial to get you off to a good start. A good introduction will focus the meeting, ensure that everyone is talking about the same issue and provide everyone with all relevant information needed to make a decision. Spending a bit more time now to get everyone up to speed will save lots of time later.

**Explain what the issue is and why it needs to be discussed.** This could be done by the facilitator, the person who is raising the issue or by someone who knows a lot about the issue and its background.

**Share all relevant information.** If possible prepare a summary of the relevant information and circulate in advance so that people have a chance to read up and think about the issue.

**Agree the aims of the discussion:** What decisions need to be made by when? Who needs to be involved in making the decision? What are the key questions? Can you break complex issues into smaller chunks to tackle one by one? Do all the decisions need to be made today? Does everyone need to be involved or can the issue be delegated to a working group? Could you decide the basics and leave the fine details to be worked out by a couple of people?

**Allow plenty of time for questions and clarifications.** Don’t assume that everything is crystal clear, just because it’s obvious to you. Equally, if you are confused yourself, now is the time to ask for more information or explanations.

Step 2: Explore the issue and look for ideas
Now it’s time for everyone to really try to understand the issue, to express what they want and need to happen and to come up with lots of ideas for solving the problems.

1. **Gather initial thoughts and reactions.**
Start by giving people time to think about the issue and to express any wishes and concerns that it brings up. Make a note of these as they’ll need to be addressed for a solution to be found. Resist the temptation to jump straight in with a proposal – to achieve consensus we first of all need to have a good understanding of everyone’s concerns and limitations. Be honest about your own feelings and listen carefully to what everyone else is saying. At times it can be difficult to say what it is you want and don’t want so if you’re struggling to express things say so rather than staying quiet. Equally, if you don’t quite understand someone else’s position, ask for clarification.

2. **Collect ideas for solving the problem.**
Use techniques such as go-rounds, ideastorms or breaking into small groups to generate lots of ideas for solving the problem. Be clear that at this stage they are only ideas, not proposals. When bringing up ideas take into account the concerns you’ve heard. For example, if someone has said that they aren’t able to get to a venue because of the poor transport links to that part of town, don’t suggest another venue in the same area.

3. **Have a broad ranging discussion about the ideas.**
Consensus is a creative thinking process that thrives on mixing up lots of different ideas. Make time for a broad ranging discussion, where you can explore ideas and look at the pros and cons and any concerns they bring up. This will often spark new and surprising ideas. Express your reservations about ideas early on so that they can be dealt with. Draw on all the experience, knowledge and wisdom present in your group. Make sure that everyone is heard.
Step 3: Look for emerging proposals

After discussing the issue freely move on to finding agreement on what needs to be done.

This stage is also called synthesis, which means coming up with a proposal by combining elements from several different ideas.

Start with a summary of where you think the group and its different members are at. Outline the emerging common ground as well as the unresolved differences: “It seems like we’ve almost reached agreement on that element, but we need to explore this part further to address everyone’s concerns.” It’s important to not only pick up on clear differences, but also on more subtle agreement or disagreement.

Now start building a proposal from whatever agreement there is. Look for ideas on how the differences can be resolved. Focus on solutions that address the fundamental needs and key concerns that people within the group have. Often people are willing to give way on some things but not on others which affect them more closely. The solution will often be found by combining elements from different proposals.

It can really help to use a flipchart or a whiteboard to write up the areas of agreement and issues to be resolved. This means everyone can see what’s happening and it focusses the discussion.

People often argue over small details and overlook the fact that they agree on the big picture. Making this obvious to the group can help to provide ways forward.

Even when there is strong disagreement within the group, synthesis can help move the discussion on. Always try and find some common ground, no matter how small: “So we’re all agreed that climate change demands urgent action, even if we disagree on whether the solution lies in developing new technologies, or reducing consumption”. This can reinforce that we’re all on the same side, and remind a group of their overall shared aims – a necessary condition for consensus.

Also synthesising a solution doesn’t necessarily mean uniformity or unanimity. Sometimes a solution is staring us in the face, but our desire to get full agreement becomes an obstacle: “So we’re all agreed we’d like to go ahead with the protest. However some feel strongly that the target of our protest should be government, and others feel it ought to be corporations – is there any reason why we have to choose between the two? Could we not agree that both can happen?”

Step 4: Discuss, clarify and amend your proposal

Check whether people have concerns about the proposal and look for amendments that make the proposal more acceptable to everyone. Do things like go-rounds and straw polls to gauge support for the proposal and to elicit amendments. If it becomes obvious at this stage that some people have strong reservations, see whether you can come up with a different, better option. Remember, consensus is about finding solutions that work for everyone. Be careful not to get carried away because most people like the proposal. Watch out for people who are quiet or looking unhappy and check with them. Give people time to get their head around the proposal and what it means for them. If it’s a complex or emotional issue then build in some time for reflection or a break before moving on to testing for agreement.
Step 5: Test for agreement

1. Clearly state the proposal: it’s best if people can see it written up, for example on a large piece of paper.

2. Check for clarifications: does everyone fully understand what is being proposed? Does everyone understand the same thing?

3. Ask whether anyone has reservations or objections: ideally the consensus decision making process should identify and address concerns and reservations at an early stage. However, proposals do not always get whole hearted support from everyone, and less confident group members may find it hard to express their disagreement. It is important therefore to explicitly check if anyone is unhappy with a proposal at this stage.

Within consensus there are several ways of expressing disagreement. The first two, declaring reservations and standing aside, provide a way to express concerns, whilst allowing the group to proceed with the decision. The block stops the proposal.

- **Declaring reservations:** I still have problems with the proposal, but I’ll go along with it.

You are willing to let the proposal pass but want to register your concerns. You may even put energy into implementing the idea once your dissent has been acknowledged. If there are significant reservations the group may amend or reword the proposal.

- **Standing aside:** I can’t support this proposal because... but I don’t want to stop the group, so I’ll let the decision happen without me and I won’t be part of implementing it.

You might stand aside because you disagree with the proposal: “I’m unhappy enough with this decision not to put any effort into making it a reality, but if the rest of you want to go ahead, I won’t stop you.” In this case the person standing aside is not responsible for the consequences. This should be recorded in the minutes.

Sometimes standing aside can be more pragmatic. You might like the decision but be unable to support it because of time restraints or personal energy levels. “I’m OK with the decision, but I’m not going to be around next week to make it happen.”

The group may be happy to accept the stand aside and go ahead. Or the group might decide to work on a new proposal, especially where there are several stand asides.

- **Blocking:** I have a fundamental disagreement with the core of the proposal that cannot be resolved. We need to look for a new proposal.

A block always stops a proposal from being agreed. It expresses a fundamental objection. It means that you cannot live with the proposal. This isn’t an “I don’t really like it” or “I liked the other idea better.” It means “I fundamentally object to this proposal, and here is why...!” If the group accepts the proposal either you or others will struggle to stay part of the group. The group can either accept the block and immediately look for another proposal, or look for amendments to overcome the objection.

The block is a powerful tool and should be used with caution. Ideally strong concerns will be heard early enough in the discussion to feed into the synthesised proposal and a block will be unnecessary.

Make sure that everyone understands the different options for expressing disagreement. Often people are confused and block when they would actually be happy to stand aside. Sometimes people are scared of blocking even though they are deeply unhappy and use a milder form of disagreement instead. Ask people what their problems with the proposal are, and whether they have suggestions for how they could be addressed.

4. Check for active agreement.

If there are no blocks, check for active agreement from everyone. People often show they agree by waving their hands, but watch out for silence or inaction and check for the reasons.

Step 6: Implement the decision

Once you’ve agreed what you want to do, you need to work out who will do what and by when. Share out the tasks among the group and record these action points in the minutes for the meeting.
An example of a consensus process

Step 1: Introduce and clarify issue
“The bit of wasteland that we’ve used as a park for the last ten years is going to be sold by the council – they want to sell it so a supermarket can be built there!”
“But nobody wants another supermarket – we already have three in this town!”

Step 2: Explore the issue and look for ideas
“Let’s go round and see what everyone thinks.”
“I guess it’s time to find somewhere else for the kids to play.”
“I can’t give up that easily – let’s look for ways to raise the money to buy the park!”
“Yeah, let’s form an action group, do some fundraising, and what about squatting it?”
“Mmm... not sure that squatting’s for me. I’d be happy to look at raising money though.”
“OK, but I don’t want to rule out taking action if we can’t raise the money.”
[More ideas are talked about...]

Step 3: Look for emerging proposals
“So what are we going to do? Some of you feel that we should build tree houses in the park to stop the developers, but we think we should try and raise money to buy the land.”
“But nobody’s said that they’re actually against squatting the park – just not everyone wants to do it. And squatting might slow the council down so we have time to raise the money. Let’s do both.”

Step 4: Discuss, clarify and amend your proposal
“So let’s just check how everyone feels about that as a proposal. Let’s do a go-round.”
“I like the idea of both squatting and trying to raise the cash to save the park, but people have been talking about separate groups doing those. I feel that we really need to stay as one group.”
[Everyone has their say...]
“OK, so there’s a suggestion that we amend the proposal to make it clear that we stay as one group, even though we’re squatting and raising funds at the same time.”

Step 5: Test for agreement
“Right, we have a proposal that we squat the park to make sure that it doesn’t get trashed, and at the same time we start doing grant applications to raise money to buy the land. We’re going to be clear that we are one group doing both these things. Does anyone disagree with this proposal? Remember, if you think we should consider any reservations you have then please let us know, even if you’re still going to go along with it. And you can stand aside if you don’t want to take part in all or part of the plans. Finally, the block is if you feel this is really wrong for some reason.”
“Yes, I think squatting has good chances of getting results, but I’m not sure we can raise that much cash. I’m not going to stand in the way – so yeah, I’ll stand aside from the grants bit.”
“I don’t believe we can manage the fundraising either, but I’m happy to give it a try.”
“Does anyone else disagree? No? OK, I think we might have consensus. Let’s just check – wave your hands if you agree with the proposal... Rob, just checking, because you didn’t wave your hands – are you happy with the proposal? Ah, I see, yes... I hope your wrist gets better soon. Great, we have consensus, with one stand aside and one reservation!”

Step 6: Implement the decision
“OK, so we’re going to squat the land and we need to start fundraising. We’ll need to decide things like when we’ll start squatting, and what things we’ll need. And for the fundraising we’ll need to identify funds that may be able to help, and come up with other ideas for raising money. And let’s talk to people who couldn’t come tonight and make sure they can get involved.”
When do I use the block?

At the decision stage of the consensus process people have several options: to agree with the proposal (with or without reservations), to stand aside from the proposal but let the others proceed, or to block the proposal.

The option to block a proposal is based on the principle that no decision should be made against the will of a member of the group. It is an integral part of the consensus process. It means that a minority can’t just be ignored, but solutions will have to be found that deal with their concerns. If a proposal is blocked, it means that the group can’t move forward, and needs to come up with a different proposal that addresses the concerns that led to the block.

However, a big responsibility comes with the option to block. The block stops other people from doing something that they would like to do, therefore it is only appropriate to use it if major concerns about the proposal remain unresolved when it reaches decision stage. A person considering blocking needs to think carefully about whether standing aside from the decision – letting others in the group go ahead – would be enough.

Key skills for consensus

Active Listening: When we actively listen we suspend our own thought processes and give the speaker our full attention. We make a deliberate effort to understand someone's position and their underlying needs, concerns and emotions.

Summarising: A succinct and accurate summary of what's been said so far can be really helpful to move a group towards a decision. Outline the emerging common ground as well as the unresolved differences. Check with everyone that you've got it right.

Synthesis: Find the common ground, and any connections between seemingly competing ideas, and weave them together to form proposals. Focus on solutions that address the fundamental needs and key concerns within the group.
HandsSignals

HandsSignals can make meetings run more smoothly and help the facilitator see emerging agreements. The following three signals usually suffice:

Raise a hand when you wish to make a point.  
Raise both hands if your point is a direct response to the current discussion. This allows you to jump to the head of the queue.  
Silent applause when you hear an opinion that you agree with and wave a hand with your fingers pointing upwards. This saves a lot of time as people don’t need to chip in to verbally agree.

Guidelines for taking part in consensus decisions

★ If you don’t understand something, don’t be afraid to say so.
★ Be willing to work towards the solution that’s best for everyone, not just what’s best for you. Be flexible and willing to give something up to reach an agreement.
★ Help to create a respectful and trusting atmosphere. Nobody should be afraid to express their ideas and opinions. Remember that we all have different values, backgrounds and behaviour and we get upset by different things.
★ Explain your own position clearly. Be open and honest about the reasons for your view points. Express your concerns early on in the process so that they can be taken into account in any proposals.
★ Listen actively to what people are trying to say. Make a deliberate effort to understand someone’s position and their underlying needs, concerns and emotions. Give everyone space to finish and take time to consider their point of view.
★ Think before you speak, listen before you object. Listen to other members’ reactions and consider them carefully before pressing your point. Self restraint is essential in consensus – sometimes the biggest obstacle to progress is an individual’s attachment to one idea. If another proposal is good, don’t complicate matters by opposing it just because it isn’t your favourite idea! Ask yourself: “Does this idea work for the group, even if I don’t like it the best?” or “Are all our ideas good enough? So does it matter which one we choose?”.
★ Don’t be afraid of disagreement. Consensus isn’t about everybody thinking the same thing. Differences of opinion are natural and to be expected. Disagreements can help a group’s decision, because with a wide range of information and opinions, there is a greater chance the group will find suitable solutions. Easily reached consensus may cover up the fact that some people don’t feel safe, or confident enough to express their disagreements.
Quick decision making

There are models for reaching a quick consensus that have been developed for fast moving situations such as actions and protests, where people only have a few minutes (at most) to come to a decision.

In quick consensus we are cutting short the discussion part and paring it down to just one workable proposal with amendments. This is because you are aiming to make the best decision in the time you have. This needs lots of practice in advance.

If you want to use this process, you’ll need to discuss in advance the situations when you’ll use it, and take time to explore the issues involved. That way you’ll already know what people’s concerns and reactions might be when confronted with the situation. In effect, this is like having the discussion stage of the consensus process in advance, which will allow you to jump straight to the proposal stage in an urgent situation.

How it works:

To save time appoint a facilitator in advance. The facilitator briefly states the situation.

Once you’ve clarified what decision needs to be made, move straight onto making one proposal. Don’t try to come up with several options. In some cases there may be time for discussion, but in others there won’t be. Check whether anyone would block the proposal. If it is blocked, then make a new one straight away, rather than wasting time on the blocked one. If you hit upon a proposal that will work, then go with that.

Check for stand asides and, if you have time, make some friendly amendments. It is really important that people understand the difference between block and stand aside. A stand aside in quick consensus means “I won’t do this”, a block means “I don’t want the group to do this”.

A block kills a proposal – it’s a total veto. In quick consensus people normally block either because a proposal will split the group (usually because some people have an ethical objection to it, or because it might endanger someone’s safety) or the group is failing to make a decision.

A stand aside is agreeing to disagree. It allows the proposal to go ahead, but those that stand aside take no part in that action.

A friendly amendment enhances a proposal. It’s not a new idea, but a way of making an existing one more effective.

Have a few practise runs in your group. Give yourselves a time limit to come to a decision on relevant scenarios such as the one below:

Step 1: The facilitator briefly states the situation to make sure everyone is clear:
“We’ve been given 2 minutes to move or we’ll all be arrested.”

Step 2: The facilitator asks for proposals:
“Any proposals?”

Step 3: Someone makes a proposal:
“Yeah, I propose we sit down and link arms.”

Step 4: Facilitator restates the proposal, for clarity, and then tests for consensus:
“OK, it’s proposed that we sit in the road and link arms. Any blocks?”
“No”
“Any stand aside?”
“Yeah, I’ll lose my job, I want to leave.”
“OK, anybody willing to go with Joe?”
“Yes, I will.”
“OK, we’re agreed.”

Step 5: Make sure everyone knows who is doing what – and then get on and do it!
**Consensus in Large Groups**

Trying to find consensus in a large group brings its own challenges. But coming to consensus with hundreds or even thousands of people can be exhilarating and inspiring! Below you'll find lots of tips for making consensus work in large groups, including an outline of the spokescouncil.

**Meeting the conditions for consensus in large groups**

Extra care needs to be taken to ensure that the conditions for consensus are met – group members must share a common goal, be willing to build trust and be able to actively participate in a clear and well facilitated process.

**Common Goal:** whether it's a national campaigning network or a mass protest, you need to be clear why and to what extent you are working together.

Usually, a smaller founding group of people decide in advance what the overarching aims of the group will be and then invite people to participate on that basis. This way, you'll all be starting from a similar place. A written statement of the aims and workings of the group serves as a reminder and can be used to bring new members up to speed. Explain to new people what's already decided and what is still open to discussion. Run introductory sessions, where new people can find out what the group is all about and whether it's the right group for them.

Coalitions and alliances formed between pre-existing groups, for example to fight a specific issue, can find it difficult to reach consensus. Often the groups involved have different aims and some may not be committed to consensus, but are more interested in pushing their politics on everyone else.

**Trust** is more difficult to achieve in large groups as it's harder to get to know one another. Spend time discussing aims, people's politics and motivations. Build in a way for new people to get to know at least some of the people in the group quickly. Social time is important too. A clear decision making process will help people to trust that they will get heard and be respected in the final decision.

**Time:** large group meetings need extra time to enable adequate discussion and to allow people to express and hear all ideas. Cutting off discussion and forcing a decision will leave lots of people feeling disempowered and frustrated.

**Clear process:** large meetings need a lot of preparation and planning. A tight structure will be useful, however this can also be overly restrictive. Strike a balance between structure and open flow.

Make sure that everyone understands how the meeting will work, how decisions are made and how to participate. Run regular consensus workshops and explain the process at the beginning of every meeting. Use flipcharts to write up the consensus flowchart, the agenda, key points of the discussion and key decisions and put them up around the room so that everyone can see them.

**Active participation:** large meetings can easily be dominated by the confident few with less assertive or less experienced people finding it difficult to participate. Good facilitation and techniques such as splitting into small groups can help everyone to take a full part in the meeting.

**Facilitation:** you will need a facilitation team who all know exactly what job they are doing – someone to facilitate, someone to take hands, someone to write up notes on a flipchart, a time-keeper, a doorkeeper and someone to prepare refreshments.
Consensus processes for large groups

The six steps for reaching consensus are the same as for small groups, but some steps may happen with everyone together and other steps may happen in small groups to enable in-depth discussion and participation. Processes developed for large groups include delegation, large plenaries, splitting into smaller groups and the spokescouncil. Usually a combination of processes is needed for a smooth and successful large group meeting.

Delegation

You can save lots of time and frustration by delegating decisions. Avoid micro-management, where the whole group decides in fine detail what needs to be done. Make policy or framework decisions in the whole group and delegate the implementation and detail to working groups. Trust people to work in the spirit of the group and the agreements you’ve made, but also build in regular report backs so that the whole group is kept informed about the work sub groups are doing.

Large plenaries

Large group plenaries, where the whole group comes together in one place, can be used to share information, to make proposals and for final decision making.

However plenaries are much less useful for discussions that involve everyone as they tend to be dominated by a few confident people. There are also time constraints – giving everyone just 3 minutes to speak in a meeting of 200 people would take 10 hours! Plenaries are also limited by numbers – too large and people won’t be able to hear, see each other or even fit into one room.

To increase participation you can limit the number of times a person can speak and give preference to women, new people etc. To help with clarity, summarise regularly and write up key words for everyone to see. Make sure everyone can hear each other (this might require a microphone - have a look at our guide on Access Issues for more tips).

Working in small groups

The advantages of splitting into small groups for discussion are that they create safer, more dynamic spaces to work in and include more people in a discussion. People will be much more comfortable talking openly in a small group of 6-15 people. Working in small groups also saves time.

Working in small groups usually begins with the whole group starting to discuss the issue, highlighting problems and drawing up a list of possible ideas. Then people split into small groups to discuss the ideas and come up with more. You can either ask each group to explore all the ideas, or each group could take away just one idea to examine in depth. The small groups return to the main forum and report back, highlighting possible obstacles to each idea. If full group discussion cannot resolve the obstacles, small groups can go away to try to find ways to solve the problem.

Some people resist small group work. It requires trust to let other people go away and discuss an issue, and that trust isn’t always present. Some people just like having a larger audience, others struggle to choose between working groups. To reassure people and to make sure that ideas and points don’t get lost, it’s important to have a well-functioning feedback process.

This process is still limited by size as it involves some plenary discussion.

The spokescouncil

The spokescouncil enables consensus decisions with hundreds and thousands of people, with the maximum number of opinions and ideas being heard in an efficient way. It is used by many groups such as social centres, workers’ co-ops, peace and environmental movements.

In a spokescouncil (see flowchart below) the meeting breaks up into small groups, which start by discussing the issue(s) to come up with concerns and ideas. If a small group can reach agreement on a preferred proposal that can speed up the process, but it’s not always possible. Each group then sends their spoke (delegate) to the spokescouncil meeting to feed back their groups' ideas, concerns and proposals. The spokes look for one or more proposals that they think might be acceptable to all groups and take these back to their groups for discussion and amendments.

Each small group checks whether there is agreement, which is reported back to the spokescouncil by the spokes to check whether there is agreement by all, or if not to draw up
new proposals. The power to make decisions lies firmly with the small groups, not the spokes.

**Small groups** are often based around pre-existing groups such as work teams, local groups or affinity groups. Alternatively, a large group of people might split into smaller groups just for the duration of one meeting, in which case groups can be created randomly, or by grouping people around something they have in common such as living in the same area or region.

**The spoke:** The spoke’s role is to feed back information between the small group and the spokes meeting. The spoke needs to act as a voice for **everyone** within the small group, communicating the breadth of collective thought rather than their own personal point of view. Being the spoke carries a lot of responsibility to represent information accurately and to not manipulate the process.

Generally spokes do not make decisions for their group. They will always check back for agreement before a decision is finalised. However, an individual small group may empower their spoke to take decisions within agreed parameters.

You might like to rotate the role from meeting to meeting, or agenda item to agenda item. It also helps to have two spokes, one of them presenting the viewpoints and proposals from their small group, the other to take notes of what other groups have to say. This helps to ensure that ideas don’t get lost or misrepresented in the transmission between small groups and the spokes council.

**The facilitation team:** You’ll need a team of at least four facilitators to keep an overview and help small groups and spokes when they get stuck, to synthesise proposals and to keep the meeting focused. You’ll also need people to take minutes. For more read our briefing on *Facilitating Meetings.*

**Time:** Allow small groups enough time for discussion. If small groups struggle to come to an agreement within a reasonable time the spoke can feedback the whole breadth of opinion within the group.

---

**Variations of a Spokescouncil**

**Fish bowl:** To make the spokes council more accountable and reduce the need for repeating information, it can take place in the *fish bowl* format (see diagram), with the groups sitting in an outer circle around the spokes. Each group can sit directly behind their spoke, which makes it easier for the spoke to quickly check back with their group. Only the spokes should speak (except during small group discussion time).

**Tiered spokes councils:** Even spokes council meetings are limited in size - when there are more than 30-40 spokes and small groups another tier might be needed.

In this case each spokes council sends a spoke to a second or even third level spokes council. With this number of people it becomes even more important to think carefully about which decisions actually need to be made by everyone and which can be left to individual groups. Tens of thousands people have successfully achieved consensus by having tiers of spokes meetings. However, quite often the tiered spokes council can just act as a channel for information and consultation rather than being used for actual decision making.

**Long-distance spokes councils:** The spokes council model also works for long-distance decision making. Rather than all members of all groups converging in one place to make a decision, groups can discuss the issue at home and then send a spoke to a meeting. The spokes come back with a proposal that the groups either accept or amend. To avoid time delay groups can be meeting in their home towns at the same time as all the spokes are meeting. The spokes ring or email proposals to the groups for discussion and feedback. Another option is that spokes talk to each other on the phone or via internet chat or email.
The stages of the consensus process for large groups

Step 1: Introduce and clarify the issue(s) to be decided
Share relevant information. Work out what the key questions are. This step can either happen with the whole group together or just with the spokes in the spokescouncil who then feed back to small groups.

Step 2: Explore the issue and look for ideas
1. Gather initial thoughts and reactions. What are the issues and concerns?
2. Collect ideas for solving the problem – write them down.
3. Have a broad ranging discussion and debate the ideas. What are the pros and cons?
Start to think about solutions to the concerns. Eliminate some ideas, shortlist others.

Step 3: Look for emerging proposals
Is there one idea, or a series of ideas, that brings together the best qualities of what has been discussed? Look for a solution that everyone might agree on and create a proposal.

Step 4: Discuss, clarify and amend proposals
Taking into account all the other groups’ positions as well as those within your own group. Ensure that any remaining concerns are heard and that everyone has a chance to contribute.
Look for amendments that make the proposals even more acceptable to the whole group.

Step 5: Test for agreement
Check for blocks, stand asides, reservations and active agreement.

Check if decision has been reached

Yes?

No?

Step 6 Consensus! Implement the decision.
Decide who will do what, when it needs to be done by, and if necessary, how it should be done.
Troubleshooting consensus

Like any method of decision making, consensus can work better in theory than in practise. However, most of the sticking points stem from lack of experience, or the fact that the conditions for consensus aren’t being met, rather than there being a problem with consensus itself. It takes time to unlearn the patterns of behaviour we have been brought up to accept as the norm. Probably the most important thing to do is to take time and reflect on how your consensus process is going, giving each other feedback and constantly looking for ways to improve.

When things do get tricky in a meeting, it is important to get to the bottom of the underlying issues. Develop your ability to spot problems and the reasons behind them, and learn how to deal with them. There are a handful of really common problems, but there are many possible issues underlying them. The approach you take will depend on the cause of the problem. Don’t just ask What’s happening? Also ask Why is it happening? The more trust and understanding there is in a group the easier it is to overcome problems. Facilitation can help by supplying the tools to avoid problems in the first place and to deal with them creatively if they do occur.

Below we’ve compiled ideas for dealing with common issues in consensus based meetings.

Our meetings take a long time – how can we speed things up?

Reaching good consensus decisions can take longer than voting, especially when a group is new to it. It can take time to look at ideas until all objections are resolved, and some decisions might take more than one meeting to decide. The advantage of consensus is that decisions are usually of a higher standard. Consensus does get quicker with practise, particularly in a long-term group.

Save time in consensus by:

★ making sure in advance that you have all the information you need at the meeting. If vital facts are missing, work out what needs to be done to get them for the next meeting and move on;
★ delegating nitty-gritty business to working groups (e.g. publicity or fundraising);
★ splitting the meeting into parallel working groups to deal with several issues at once – each working group comes back with a platter of proposals for the whole group to decide on;
★ delegating a small group to synthesise everyone’s ideas into a few possible solutions to be discussed later by the whole group;
★ good facilitation – keep the group focussed and stop people from going off on tangents;
★ keeping accurate minutes to avoid having to revisit decisions.
Urgent decisions

Time pressure to find a solution to an urgent problem leads to stress and group pressure ‘to just get on with it’. When meetings run for a long time because a decision ‘must be made today’, many people will get tired, leaving only those with the most stamina to be involved in the final decision.

Allow enough time in the agenda to tackle urgent issues adequately. Postpone less urgent decisions, or allow them less time. Can the meeting be extended or continued another time? Could you find a temporary solution? Could a small group go away to discuss (and resolve) the issue?

Our meetings lack focus

A lack of focus can be very frustrating when you need to make decisions. To avoid this draw up an agenda that outlines what will be discussed in what order, and then stick to it. Appoint a facilitator to help the group to stay on topic and stop people from going off on tangents. If new issues come up in a discussion, acknowledge that they need discussing too, but separately. Make a note of them and schedule a time to discuss them.

What if we’re stuck and can’t reach a decision?

Do the conditions for consensus exist in your group?

Do you need to spend more time on developing shared goals? Is everyone committed to working together to find a solution?

Does everyone understand how consensus works? Do you need to explain the process? Do you have good facilitator(s)?

Do you have all the information you need to make a decision? If not, how can you get it?

Do you have a worthwhile decision to make? Where there’s nothing to think about, flip a coin.

Is the group unable to reach a decision because it has no good choices? Are you forced to choose between being shot and hung? Can you create a situation where you can make real choices?

Have you had an honest discussion about where people are coming from?

Sometimes the group has not gone deep enough in their discussion. People may be holding back from being completely open about their concerns and motives, or they might find it difficult to express them.

Alternatively, it may be that someone hasn’t been listened to carefully enough, and people are assuming they’ve understood when they haven’t.

Encourage everyone to explain their viewpoints in more depth. What’s at the root of people’s worries? Which are the issues that are vital to address and which ones are side issues? Which areas does everyone agree on and what are the unresolved concerns?

Has the discussion become polarised?

Groups often get paralysed by individuals or factions holding strong conflicting positions. Remind yourselves that consensus is about co-operating to find solutions and not competing. Holding onto our personal agendas and opinions is often an obstacle to this co-operation happening. Encourage self-reflection. If the language of a discussion starts taking on tones of ‘either/or’, take a break and think of new ways forward. Can the ideas work together in any way? Are we falling out over small details and forgetting that we have a lot in common? Ask people to argue the point of view they like the least to help them understand the other side of the conflict.
Do you need to agree now or can you choose one of the options below?

**Break down the decision into smaller bits.** Are there any points on which you agree and can move forward? Can other areas be decided later?

**Put the decision on ice,** and come back to it in an hour, a day or a week. When people have a chance to cool off things can look quite different. At other times people might just be too tired to see a way forward – so a break or a cup of tea might help. If the decision is postponed try to engage conflicting parties in conflict resolution in the meantime.

**Imagine what will happen in a year, or five years if you don’t agree.** How important is the decision now? A long term view can make people more willing to shift their positions.

**Agree an alternative process** for taking a decision that all parties can sign up to. This could be allowing the person, or people, most affected to make the decision, putting all the possibilities into a hat and pulling one out, or tossing a coin. Some groups also have majority voting as a backup, often requiring an overwhelming vote such as 80% or 90% to make a decision valid. Be careful not to turn to this at the first sign of trouble – it’s a definite last resort in a consensus group.

---

**Too many ideas?**

Sometimes an issue brings up a large number of ideas. Pick a process that gives space to hear and consider each idea in turn. Which parts of it work, which don’t work so well for the group? Can you pick elements from different ideas to create one combined ‘super-proposal’? Are there any ideas that can be filtered out - for example, ideas that go against the aims of the group? Can some proposals be delegated to working groups for decision making?

**Techniques for evaluating ideas:**

**Pros and Cons:** list the benefits and drawbacks of each idea and compare the results. This can be done by the whole group or by splitting into small groups.

**Plus-Minus-Implications:** create a table with three columns entitled Plus, Minus, Implications. In the **Plus** column write down the positive aspects of the option, in the **Minus** the negative consequences, and put any other interesting or important effects in the **Implications** column. **Stickers and dots:** for a quick prioritising exercise you can give everyone a number of stickers or dots (1-6 usually works). Ask people to stick their stickers by the issue or idea that they consider to be most important for the group to deal with.

**Show of hands and Strawpolls:** a quick way of gauging group opinion and identifying potential ways forward. Beware of using this as a short-cut to reaching a decision without a full discussion!

---

**Do you need an outside facilitator to help you through your sticky patch?**

Bringing in outside help needs to happen when there’s enough good feeling left for people to cooperate with the process and be willing to accept a different facilitator. Quite often an outside facilitator will be seen as neutral, which can help things along.

**Is it time to split the group?**

If the same people continually find themselves at odds with the rest of the group, it may be time to think about the reasons for this. Is this really the right group to be in? Do all members of the group share the same goals, and is everyone committed to true consensus? You might need to spend some time exploring these issues. Depending on the answers a group may ask members to leave or split into two groups. Although this might be painful, it will be better for everyone in the long run. Ideally, you’ll carry on supporting each other and working together on shared projects.
How can we deal with disruptive behaviour?

Do your meetings suffer from disruptive behaviour such as chatting, people coming late and leaving early, incessant joking, and going off on tangents? This could be a sign that people’s needs in the meeting are not being fulfilled. We all bring a number of needs with us – we need to feel that we are being treated fairly, want our expertise and experience to be valued and our opinions to be heard. When these needs aren’t fulfilled people can easily feel alienated from the meeting. This often expresses itself in disruptive behaviour. For example, if someone feels they had no say in the choice of agenda they may not see the relevance of what is being discussed. Make sure everyone is able to participate and use facilitation tools to keep the meeting on track.

Alternatively the meeting might simply have gone on for too long, and people are tired and hungry and just need a break. It’s also worth checking in with individuals as people's ability to sit still and focus varies. Build in breaks every 90 minutes and provide food and drinks for people to recharge.

Our group is dominated by a few individuals.

A common form of disruptive behaviour is when a handful of dominant personalities do most of the groups’ talking and organising. The key to reducing dominating behaviour is to recognise that it is a two-way process. People can only dominate a group if others let them.

There are different kinds of dominating behaviour. Some people like power and will use their skills and experience to manipulate a group. This needs to be challenged openly. At other times, some people end up doing most of the work within a group, leading to more knowledge of the issues and more emotional investment. This means they can find themselves speaking a lot in meetings and dominating the discussions whether they like it or not. One of the best ways to deal with this is for every member of the group to do a fair share of the work, rather than letting one or two people do it all. That way information, skills, and effort are more equally distributed. Taking on more tasks should also enable quieter people in the group to have more confidence to speak up.

Whatever its causes, dominant behaviour can be discouraged, and other people’s participation can be increased with the use of a few simple facilitation tools:

- Reaffirm the group’s commitment to consensus decision making at the start of meetings.
- Gently remind dominant people that others also have valued opinions, and that meeting time is limited: “Thanks for that contribution. It would be really nice to hear from anyone that’s not yet had the chance to speak...”
- Set up a group agreement that includes agreements not to interrupt, and to allow everyone a chance to speak.
- Information is power – share information at the beginning of the meeting through presentations and question and answer sessions.
- Use go-rounds, small groups and paired listening to allow everyone to have a chance to speak.
- Use hand signals so that you can see who wants to speak, and prioritise those who haven’t contributed so often.
- Invite an experienced facilitator to come to your group. They can highlight and deal with unhealthy group dynamics.
What to do when someone blocks?

Why do blocks occur?
In an ideal consensus process, a block wouldn't occur, since any major concerns about a proposal should have been noticed and dealt with before moving on to the decision stage. The fact that someone feels the need to block a proposal means that something has gone wrong earlier in the process, but because this will sometimes happen the option to block needs to be available.

Fundamentally, blocks occur when the conditions for consensus aren’t being met. The kind of things that commonly go wrong, and end up with a block are:

- The proposal goes against the agreed aims and principles of the group.
- The proposal impacts in a profoundly negative way on an individual’s fundamental needs.
- Going ahead with the proposal would lead to severe consequences for individual members or the group, e.g. members leaving the group, either immediately or in the longer run; or serious legal consequences.
- An individual hasn’t been able to express their concerns in a way that the group can understand, or even at all.
- The group is not ready to make a decision – more in-depth discussion is needed to address everyone’s concerns and to involve everyone in the decision making. There are many reasons for this, including: members of the group may be absent; not everyone had a chance to feed in their views; the proposal is being rushed through; people need to sleep on it; vital information is missing.

What to do in case of block

Once someone has blocked, it is important for the whole group to understand the reasons behind it. Find out whether an amendment to the original problem might be satisfactory to everyone, if not, go back to discussing other potential solutions to the issue.

It is also worth checking whether the block is actually a stand aside, as sometimes people aren’t clear what the difference is – but remember to be careful to avoid putting pressure on the person blocking when checking this.

What if people are afraid to block?

Making use of the block can be hard, especially for people who don’t feel confident in their group. It can involve standing up to perceived or actual group pressure and impatience. Many people are tempted to keep quiet and important discussions are sometimes avoided.

Create an atmosphere where people will feel able to block. This places particular responsibility on the facilitator to check what levels of agreement exist and to make people comfortable to speak up.
What if the block is being misused?
Because blocks are such powerful tools it’s important to be aware of how they can be misused. Some of the common misuses are:

- conscious or subconscious use of the block to maintain or gain power or attention;
- different cultural and political backgrounds leading to misunderstanding of the block;
- the person blocking doesn’t understand, or is not committed to consensus. For example blocking when the proposal is still being discussed – i.e. not at the decision stage yet. This could either be because someone doesn’t understand the process or because they have already made up their mind and are not prepared to listen to other people’s positions.

If you feel a block is being misused:

- Explain the consensus process and how the block works. Do this at the beginning of meetings, and possibly again if a block occurs.
- Discuss the difference between a block and a stand aside. It may become clear that an objection is a stand aside rather than block. Be careful that the person blocking doesn’t feel under pressure to stand aside.
- If someone regularly blocks it may indicate that the group isn’t meeting their needs – perhaps they don’t feel listened to? Try to uncover such hidden dynamics and deal with them.
- If someone finds themselves continually at odds with the rest of the group it may be time to consider whether this is the right group for that person. Does the person agree with everyone else about the aims and principles of the group? Would it be better for the person to leave?

What if people refuse to accept the validity of a block?
In some cases the rest of the group is unwilling to respect a block. This is a difficult situation. A group should respect a block, unless it stems from a fundamental disagreement with the aims of the group or is driven by abuse of power (although it isn’t always easy to tell if this is the case.)

Some people argue that you should only be allowed to block a proposal if it is against the well-being of the group, however we feel it is valid to block for personal reasons. We need to respect each other even if we disagree profoundly – we can’t just draw an arbitrary line to stop respecting people when it’s about their personal view rather than the group’s interest. Commitment to consensus means carrying on looking for solutions for everyone, even when it becomes difficult.

If a group goes against a block this can completely undermine the member’s commitment to the group and is against the principles of consensus. The fact that someone feels the need to block suggests that their concerns have not been taken into account. If that block is then not accepted by the group, this might be an even more serious sign that they are not being respected. This means that the conditions for consensus are not being met, and this needs to be addressed.

In the short term there are a few things you can do if a block is not being accepted:

- Have a break for 10 minutes or even a few days – it allows people to cool down and have a think. Quite often the group will feel differently after a bit of time out.
- Go back to exploring people’s needs and concerns. Make sure that the member using the block is able to articulate themselves clearly, and the group can understand their concerns.
- Ultimately if a group refuses to respect someone’s block, then this may lead to that person leaving. It is important to remind everyone of that consequence.
Steamroller proposals

Sometimes people already have firm ideas or proposals when they come to a meeting. This could be from a working group (such as funding or publicity), a local group or an individual who has already spent some time thinking about the issue. Bringing proposals to a meeting can be helpful in speeding up the discussions. However there is a danger that the proposal will be pushed through without discussion or modification. Also, people at the meeting often react negatively to a proposal because they have not had time to consider the matter for themselves and feel ‘steamrollered’, even if that was not the intention of the proposer.

To avoid these problems it’s important to remind everyone that consensus is based on taking everyone’s point of view into account, exploring different options and combining the best elements into a proposal. People bringing ideas to the meeting need to be willing to let the group modify and adjust them, maybe even beyond recognition.

Dealing with pre-existing proposals

Option 1:
After explaining the issue to be discussed collect any existing proposals and put them to one side. Together explore the issue, gather concerns and look for any other new ideas. Add new ideas to your list. Have a broad ranging discussion about all ideas – the pre-existing ones and those that have come out of the meeting. Synthesise a proposal for consensus out of these.

Option 2:
After explaining the issue to be discussed, outline the existing proposal. Together explore the issue itself and the pros and cons of the proposal. Make a list of people’s concerns and other ideas. Modify the proposal to address these until everyone is happy with it. (This only really works if there is just one existing proposal. If there are two or more, using this process would set up an either/or dynamic that might make it really hard to reach agreement).

Our group is biased towards the status quo

In consensus based groups there can be a resistance to change, with some people using the decision-making process to consistently stifle new initiatives and to maintain the current position.

Many people are afraid of change and can feel challenged by new people wanting to introduce new ways of doing things. It can be hard to overcome this, but consensus should not be used as to stifle innovation. Consensus can help in these situations by accommodating both the wish for change and the wish to protect that which is well-proved and working. If this is not achieved then ultimately people will get frustrated and leave the group. At the same time it is well worth taking into account people’s experience – there may be very good reasons why they are opposing something.

Some ideas to try:

★ A sub group could go ahead with a project without everyone being involved.
★ A trial period for a new way of doing this, with built in review.
★ Identify what it is that people are afraid of and find solutions.

For more briefings and training workshops see: www.seedsforchange.org.uk